
Okaloosa TIGER Committee Candidate Survey 2020 

Candidate Name  - 

Please type responses in the text boxes for each question. Limit responses to the text boxes.  
Save your survey to your computer, then attach and email to Carol Barlow cvb116@gmail.com. 

1. In any capacity (teaching, administration, district level leadership) what sort of unique and
inspired, "out of the box" idea did you implement that saw results?

2. What do you consider to be your weaknesses and strengths as a potential superintendent?
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3. What is the one thing you learned in your career that you think will help you become the type
of superintendent our district needs?

4. The face of education is constantly changing. What is one recent trend that you think will have a
major influence on school districts in the years to come?
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5. What can you do to foster a culture of support for educators and all those who work with
children on a daily basis?

6. How will you develop a positive working relationship with OCEA and OESP?
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7. What is the primary function of a superintendent today?

8. What do you believe is the most important concern in our district and what is your plan to
address it?
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9. How would you work with legislators to positively impact education issues that affect this
school district?

10. How to you plan to lead the district differently from our previous superintendents?


	Name: Christopher Tillis
	Response 1: I have always been complimented about thinking outside the box. I plan on making a lot of positive outside the box changes as Superintendent. All school meals will be made at each school from scratch. Free to students, teachers, and administrators. (The value will be reported on the W-2 for employees as wages in compliance with the Internal Revenue Code.) Teachers will get a raise to where they will not need a second job to support their families. I have Asperger Syndrome, and I owe everything to excellent teachers.
	Response 2: My weakness is I do not have an educational background. My strengths is fixing all of the problems we have had recently and for decades. We must cleanup all of the corruption, and ensure we have the best teachers and support to become the best school district in America.
	Response 10: I will lead our district democratically except when immediate action is required to protect all parties involved in our operation from students to the Superintendent. Safety is most important to my administration. This change will improve the culture of our school district. I will require everyone to take an oath of loyality to our children. This will further ingrain the culture that we will always act in the best interest of our children from now on.
	Response 9: I will ask legislators to increase the pay of all educators and support staff because we must be able to recruit and retain the best educators. I will also request the union leaders to join me when working with legislators because we are a lot better a team for our mission.
	Response 8: Our biggest problem is corruption! I have complained to the FBI and the United States Attorney's Office to hold the wrongdoers accountable for their felonious acts. The state of disrepair has accelerated under the Jackson and Chambers administrations. The corruption is the reason for this acceleration. I feel horrible for the children and educators because they can do better than our current situation. The culture of corruption under these administrations would make disgraced former Sheriff Charlie Morris blush!I will change the culture of Okaloosa County District Schools where everyone will feel include and feel like teammates.
	Response 7: The superintendent has always implemented the agenda and policy. As Superintendent, I will work with all parties to set the agenda and policy. I will even implement the school boards decision of the school board when they disagree with me when it is in the best interest of the children. I only want is best for the children as they are our school district's biggest stakeholders.
	Response 6: I will include a union member on all cases of misconduct requiring investigating. All investigations will be conducted by a law enforcement agency that has no connection to any of the involved parties. This will ensure there in no conflict of interest, and the people will have full confidence in the results and any action that is taken as a result of the case. I want to partner with the unions to be the best school district in America.
	Response 5: I will hold all staff accountable so our honorable educators can have the trust and confidence of all students and parents. Teachers who behave dishonorably will be fired and blacklisted by our district to protect all children and honorable educators. Thank you to all honorable educators.
	Response 4: We will have more virtual classes and technology in our classrooms in the years to come. I want to implement the use of smart phones in the classrooms because it would help curb some of the issues teachers currently face with them in the classroom.
	Response 3: I lost my career in Civil Air Patrol because I would always do the right thing. I have always maintained my integrity. I wrote up a male cadet for sexually harassing a female cadet and disobeying a lawful order to stop said sexual harassment. This was a time when the military and its auxiliaries only paid lip service to sexual misconduct. We need integrity the most to restore the people trust right now.


